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ART Bay Area Systems and Scales



2. Figure out how you 
want to solve the 
problems identified

The ART Process

1. Understand what the 
problems are (e.g. what’s 
“vulnerable”)



Expanded ART Process



Goals of Adaptation Guidance

 Provides a series of steps to translate vulnerability assessments into interconnected adaptation 
actions based on a collaborative vision of risk reduction

 Help users understand how to decide how actions work together to reduce risk on multiple fronts to 
create a comprehensive “suite” of actions

 Get users thinking about how actions sequence over time, taking uncertainty into account – what 
actions they can or should take today to begin preparing for adaptation even if “impacts” may occur 
later (adaptation pathways)?

 Encourage best practices regarding community engagement and the need for planning to be more 
inclusive for local solutions

 Provide a toolkit that emphasizes land use, capacity building, program creation, and funding/financing, 
not just built projects
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How does this coordinate with other guidance?

In effort to improve coordination among other groups doing similar work, we scheduled meetings and 
participated in ongoing efforts:

 SFEI/Point Blue - Adaptation Framework 

 CalOES – APG 2.0 Public Webinars (3) 

 OPC – Sea Level Rise Potential Adaptation Guidance

 BCDC’s Climate Change Policies Implementation Team 

 BayCAN – South Bay Meeting

 SB1 Adaptation Planning/East Palo Alto Parent Academy

 San Mateo Climate Collaborative – Sea Level Rise Task Force



Adaptation Catalogue 

 Comprehensive catalog of actions you can take to reduce risk and advance adaptation

 Includes a wide range of tools – not just built flood control projects

 Covers all types of approaches:  adapt, protect, avoid or retreat, and prepare

 Designed to work in “packages,” not standalone

 Pulls from many existing sources, including CSCC, Adaptation Atlas, and past ART projects



Will publish in Spring/Summer 2020:

 Guidance Document

 Worksheets/templates

 Adaptation Catalogue

Next Steps
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